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Abstract

Objective: Recent clinical trials targeting amyloid beta (Aβ) and tau in Alzheimer’s dis-

ease (AD) have yet to demonstrate efficacy. Reviewing the hypotheses for AD patho-

genesis and defining possible links between them may enhance insights into both

upstream initiating events and downstream mechanisms, thereby promoting discov-

ery of novel treatments. Evidence that in Down syndrome (DS), a population markedly

predisposed to develop early onset AD, increased APP gene dose is necessary for both

AD neuropathology and dementia points to normalization of the levels of the amyloid

precursor protein (APP) and its products as a route to further define AD pathogenesis

and discovering novel treatments.

Background: AD and DS share several characteristic manifestations. DS is caused

by trisomy of whole or part of chromosome 21; this chromosome contains about

233 protein-coding genes, including APP. Recent evidence points to a defining role

for increased expression of the gene for APP and for its 99 amino acid C-terminal

fragment (C99, also known as β-CTF) in dysregulating the endosomal/lysosomal sys-

tem. The latter is critical for normal cellular function and in neurons for transmitting

neurotrophic signals.

New/updated hypothesis: We hypothesize that the increase in APP gene dose in DS

initiates a process in which increased levels of full-length APP (fl-APP) and its prod-

ucts, includingβ-CTFandpossiblyAβpeptides (Aβ42andAβ40), driveADpathogenesis

through an endosome-dependentmechanism(s), which compromises transport of neu-

rotrophic signals. To test this hypothesis, we carried out studies in the Ts65Dn mouse

model of DS and examined the effects of Posiphen, an orally available small molecule

shown in prior studies to reduce fl-APP. In vitro, Posiphen lowered fl-APP and its

C-terminal fragments, reversed Rab5 hyperactivation and early endosome enlarge-

ment, and restored retrograde transport of neurotrophin signaling. In vivo, Posiphen

treatment (50 mg/kg/d, 26 days, intraperitoneal [i.p.]) of Ts65Dn mice was well toler-

ated and demonstrated no adverse effects in behavior. Treatment resulted in normal-

ization of the levels of fl-APP, C-terminal fragments and small reductions in Aβ species,
restoration to normal levels of Rab5 activity, reduced phosphorylated tau (p-tau), and
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reversed deficits in TrkB (tropomyosin receptor kinase B) activation and in the Akt

(protein kinase B [PKB]), ERK (extracellular signal-regulated kinase), and CREB (cAMP

response element–binding protein) signaling pathways. Remarkably, Posiphen treat-

ment also restored the level of choline acetyltransferase protein to 2N levels. These

findings support theAPP gene dose hypothesis, point to the need for additional studies

to explore the mechanisms by which increased APP gene expression acts to increase

the risk for AD in DS, and to possible utility of treatments to normalize the levels of

APP and its products for preventing AD in those with DS.

Major challenges for the hypothesis: Important unanswered questions are: (1) When

should one intervene in those with DS; (2) would an APP-based strategy have unto-

ward consequencesonpossible adaptive changes inducedby chronically increasedAPP

gene dose; (3) do other genes present on chromosome 21, or on other chromosomes

whoseexpression is dysregulated inDS, contribute toADpathogenesis; and (4) canone

model strategies that combine the use of an APP-based treatment with those directed

at other AD phenotypes including p-tau and inflammation.

Linkage to other major theories: The APP gene dose hypothesis interfaces with the

amyloid cascade hypothesis of AD as well as with the genetic and cell biological

observations that support it. Moreover, upregulation of fl-APP protein and products

may drive downstream events that dysregulate tau homeostasis and inflammatory

responses that contribute to propagation of AD pathogenesis.
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1 OBJECTIVE

A wealth of recent evidence points to Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patho-

genesis as arising from toxic oligomeric species of amyloid beta

(Aβ) and tau and to a role for inflammation, including that mediated

bymicroglial cells.1–3 Despite compelling evidence for contributions of

Aβ and tau to pathogenesis, clinical studies targeting them, including

immune approaches, β-secretase inhibitors, and γ-secretase inhibitors,
have yet to demonstrate efficacy.4–7 There is urgent need to con-

sider why trials have failed and to reexamine the premises that guided

their design.Moreover, continuing investment is needed to explore the

basic biology of AD pathogenesis, to define critical molecular and cel-

lular events, and to discover treatments that target them. This effort

will benefit by considering both existing and new hypotheses and by

addressing possible intersections. The insights derived could eluci-

date both initiating events and those that result from dysregulation of

downstream pathways, many of which may combine in as-yet poorly

defined ways to cause neurodegeneration. Such studies might eluci-

date treatments specific to stages in the evolution of AD and suggest

both stage-specific and combination treatments. Theymight also point

to the need for personal and precision-based approaches.8

Success in deciphering pathogenesis is predictably increased if stud-

ies address a population in which a known genetic variation causes AD.

Down syndrome (DS) appears to serve in this regard.DS, themost com-

mon genetic cause of AD, is due to trisomy of whole or part of Homo

sapiens chromosome 21 (HSA21); this chromosome harbors approxi-

mately 233 protein-coding genes, including that for the amyloid pre-

cursor protein (APP).9,10 Substantial evidence points to the neces-

sity for increased APP gene copy number for the emergence of AD

neuropathology and dementia in DS,11–13 thus providing a theoretical

basis for exploring APP gene dose-based studies of AD pathogenesis

and for treatments for preventingAD in this population.Hereinwepur-

sued studies testing the APP gene dose hypothesis. Our success using

one approach to reduce fl-APP and its products to rescue AD-relevant

endosomal phenotypes in a mouse model of DS supports the validity

of the hypothesis and encourages pursuit of additional approaches to

address the impactof increasedAPPgeneexpressiononcellular events,

including dysregulation of the endosomal pathway, that contribute to

AD pathogenesis in DS.Whether or not this same approach proves rel-

evant to AD in other populations should be explored.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Historical evolution and current perspective

AD, the most commonly diagnosed dementia in the elderly, has sev-

eral clinical manifestations including memory loss, cognitive decline,
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behavioral disorders, and inability to maintain activities of daily

living.14–16 As knowledge of AD clinical and neuropathological man-

ifestation increased it became clear that other populations were

affected at much younger ages by a very similar or identical process.

Autosomal dominant transmission of AD (ie, familial AD [FAD]) has

been demonstrated to be due to mutations in the gene for APP and in

the genes for Presenilin 1 and 2 (PSEN1 and PSEN2), which encode the

catalytic subunits of the γ-secretase enzyme complex that participates

in APP processing. Cases of FAD are also rarely caused by duplication

of the gene for APP, thus resulting in three copies in the genome.17–19

Increased risk for AD in the general population has been linked to a

number of gene variants, with up to 29 identified to date.20,21 The

most prominent risk variant is the apolipoprotein E (APOE) ɛ4 allele.22

As for FAD, in the DS population a genetic factor plays a defining

role. Indeed, increased APP gene copy number markedly increases AD

risk in DS.10,23 Thus although children, adolescents, and young adults

experience a common, albeit variable, set of clinical and cognitive

challenges,24 in a large fraction of the aging DS population a dementia

syndrome ensues that shows many similarities to AD.23,25,26 Beyond

age 40, increasing deficits in recall, explicit memory, and receptive

language function are the precursors of dementia. Dementia in DS is

often marked by changes in behavior and personality, and by executive

dysfunction.10,25,27 Although studies of genetic risk variants for AD in

DS has received little attention, the APOE ɛ4 allele is associated with

increased accumulation of Aβ28 and increased risk of earlier onset of

dementia.29 In summary, the remarkable correspondence between the

general andDS populations in clinicalmanifestations, biomarkers,30–33

and neuropathological features34–36 justifies the designation of AD in

DS (AD-DS).23 It is notable that the necessary role played by increased

APP gene dose in AD-DS motivates, and may simplify, approaches for

exploring AD pathogenesis and treatment of AD-DS.

In both AD andAD-DS, neuropathologymanifests in several charac-

teristic features; neuritic amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles

(NFTs) are hallmarks.34–36 Amyloid plaques mark the extracellular

accumulation and deposition of Aβ species derived from APP process-

ing, whereas NFTs consist of aberrantly folded and abnormally phos-

phorylated forms of the microtubule-binding protein tau. Although

these common neuropathological signatures characterize AD and

AD-DS, it has become increasingly clear that amyloid plaques and

NFTs may not in themselves be directly linked to AD pathogenesis.

Indeed, growing evidence points to AD pathogenesis as more closely

linked to toxic assemblies of Aβ and tau. Recent studies strongly

support an important role for such oligomeric Aβ and tau species as

conferring disease-relevant toxicities in both AD and AD-DS.2,3,27,37

We recently provided a speculative synthesis of the events under-

lying the initiation and progression of AD pathogenesis in which

Aβ oligomers and tau oligomers play key, likely interacting roles.27

Although propagation and spread of oligomers has been convinc-

ingly documented, the molecular definition of toxic species and the

mechanisms by which they induce pathogenesis require further

study. A pervasive and characteristic feature of AD neuropathology

shared with AD-DS is enlargement of early endosomes, as marked by

immunostaining for Rab5. Indeed, endosomal enlargement appears

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systemic review: The failure of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

clinical trials targeting amyloid beta (Aβ) and tau moti-

vates reconsideration of the mechanisms underlying AD

pathogenesis and innovations in defining and pursuing

novel targets. Increased APP gene dose is necessary for

AD in those with Down syndrome (AD in DS). Targeting

the amyloid precursor protein (APP) and its products to

prevent AD inDSmay provide unique insights into patho-

genesis in this population and inform pathogenic mecha-

nisms for AD in the general population and in those with

familial AD (FAD).

2. Interpretation: Using Posiphen, an orally available small

molecule, in studies in vitro and in vivowe normalized the

levels of fl-APP and its C-terminal fragments and in vivo

lowered the levels of Aβ42 in the Ts65Dnmousemodel of

DS. These changeswere correlatedwith reversal of endo-

somal changes characteristic of AD and AD in DS. Our

studies are evidence that targeting increased expression

of APP in DSmay impact pathogenesis.

3. Future directions: Various approaches targeting

increased APP levels may be pursued at the level of

APP mRNA, APP protein, APP processing and clearance

of Aβ.

before the evolution of plaques and tangles in AD and in AD-DS.38

A compelling need for informing pathogenesis is understanding

whether or not and how changes in Aβ, tau, and endosomes initiate

these processes and how they result in downstream changes in

synaptic structure and function leading to neuronal dysfunction and

degeneration. Integrating neuropathological, cell biological, and

genetic evidence will serve to define ever more cogent hypotheses for

understanding and treating AD and AD-DS.

2.2 Rationale

Although late-onset AD, FAD, and AD-DS share genetic, clinical, and

neuropathological features,25,26,39 an identified genetic factor plays an

evident, defining role in those with FAD and AD-DS: mutations in APP,

PSEN1, and PSEN2 in FAD, and an extra full or partial copy of chro-

mosome 21 harboring APP in AD-DS. Thus for AD-DS there is com-

pelling evidence in both humans and in mouse models for the neces-

sity of increased APP gene dose.11–13,40,41 This realization, derived

from converging lines of evidence and insights, have motivated stud-

ies to explore mechanisms and possible treatments for events due to

increased APP gene dose.42

Regarding the pathogenetic events induced by increased APP gene

dose, a number of mechanistic questions are raised: (1) whether or
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not increased APP gene dose acts through increased levels of fl-APP

and/or its products; (2) which APP product(s) play a role; (3) whether

changes in the responsible product(s) aredue to the level of production,

to clearance, or both; (4) to what extent the cellular locus of the prod-

uct(s) influences its actions; and (5) what molecular events are likely

to initiate neurodegeneration, as suggested by their impact on cellu-

lar processes known to support neuronal structure, function, and sur-

vival. Answers to these questions are only now being addressed but

recent findings speak to the importance of APP and its 99 amino acid

C-terminal fragment (C99, also known as β-CTF) as markedly dysregu-

lating a fundamental aspect of cell biology—the endosomal/lysosomal

system whose role in transporting and degrading a large variety of

cellular proteins and organelles is vital for neuronal function.41,43–45

Increased levels of each of these APP gene products have been shown

to activate the early endosomal small GTPase Rab5, with subsequent

enlargement and dysfunction of early endosomes as well as down-

stream compartments in the endosomal/lysosomal system.41,43,45–48

Especially noteworthy is the role that early endosomes play in commu-

nicating and regulating trophic signalswithin neurons and thatmediate

trophic information exchanged between neurons connected in circuits,

including those that support cognition.40,42,47 An important attribute

of the APP gene dose hypothesis is that it integrates the effect of

increased APP gene dose to robust genetic evidence for mutations in

the PSENs causing FAD and thus speaks informatively to the hypoth-

esis that γ-secretase insufficiency serves a root cause of AD.49–51

Thus a more general strategy, one suggested by the necessary role of

increasedAPP genedose inAD-DSandpossible contributions of fl-APP

and its β-CTF and Aβ products, would be to target increased APP gene
expression.

Posiphen, (+)-phenserine tartrate, is the optically pure positive

enantiomer of (−)-phenserine, an acetyl-cholinesterase (AChE)

inhibitor.52 Posiphen is a much less potent AChE inhibitor (≈1000-

fold) than Phenserine53 and acts as a somewhat selective translational

inhibitor to reduce the levels of APP and Aβ42 in human neurob-

lastoma cell cultures, rodent primary neurons, and in the brains of

wild-type mice.53,54 It also reduced Aβ42 in the cerebral cortex of

transgenic mice (Tg2576) over-expressing the human APP gene with

the Swedish mutation K670N/M671L (APPSWE), a model of early

onset AD.55 Beneficial effects due to decreased APP and Aβ42 levels

have been described. Posiphen treatment resulted in an increase in

hippocampal neurogenesis in both young and aged APPSWE mice.55

Posiphen was reportedly neurotrophic and neuroprotective in neural

cell cultures under conditions that mimic AD.56 Posiphen induced a

significant decrease of fl-APP in APP23 mice (over-expressing human

APP with the Swedish double mutation).57 Recently Posiphen was

shown to reduce APP and related products, and fully restore memory,

learning, and long-term potentiation in an APP/PS1 mouse model of

Alzheimer’s disease.58 The human relevance of Posiphen treatment

was addressed in a Phase I clinical trial in which Posiphen was well tol-

erated and reduced the level of soluble APP (sAPP) fragments and tau

species with a trend to decrease Aβ42 in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

of subjects with mild cognitive impairment (MCI).59 Posiphen is cur-

rently in a Phase I trial for early stage AD.Of note, Posiphen undergoes

N-demethylation in theN1 andN8positions to generate the respective

metabolitesN1-Norposiphen andN8-Norposiphen. Thesemetabolites

share with Posiphen in the ability to reduce APP levels.54

3 NEW OR UPDATED HYPOTHESIS

We hypothesize that increased APP gene dose acts through increased

levels of APP and its product to dysregulate endosomal transport of

neurotrophic signals.42,47 Accordingly, measures to reduce the levels

of fl-APP protein and its products inmodels of DSwill act to prevent or

reduce endosomal dysfunction and restore trophic signaling.We begin

by detailing our studies on Posiphen. Posiphen negatively regulates

APP translation.53,58 The proposed mechanism of action of Posiphen

builds on a regulatory role for iron in APP expression. The APP 5′-UTR
contains an iron-response element (IRE) stem loop thatmediates trans-

lational control of APP expression.60 The IREs are 30-nucleotide RNA

motifs containing the classic 5′-CAGUGX-3′ (X = U, C, or A) sequence.

The APP IRE with 5′-CAGAGC motif is homologous with the canoni-

cal IRE RNA stem-loop that binds the iron regulatory proteins (IRP1

and IRP2) to control iron-dependent translation.61,62 Among them,

IRP1, but not IRP2, binds to the APP IRE.63 IRP binding to the IRE

prevents the release of the messenger RNA (mRNA) and, therefore,

its association with the ribosome, thus suppressing translation. In the

presence of increased cellular iron levels, iron binds to IRP to induce

a conformational change leading to dissociation of IRP1 from APP

mRNA, thus promoting translation.62,64 Studies of 5′-UTR IRE stem

loop in the mRNA of SNCA encoding α-synuclein motivates a model of

Posiphen in which the compound increases the affinity of the IRP for

the IRE, leading to decreased translation of APP mRNA.54 The result

of Posiphen treatment is reduced levels of fl-APP and its products.

We amplified the 5′-UTRs of App mRNAs from the brains of both 2N

and Ts65Dn mice and aligned with the corresponding sequences of

mouse and human APPmRNAs from the National Center for Biotech-

nology Information Entrez data base. The predicted IRE sequences

and conserved CAGAGC loop from 2N and Ts65Dn mice were iden-

tical with the mouse sequence in the database (Supplementary Fig-

ure S1), providing a theoretical basis for manipulation of APP expres-

sion by Posiphen in Ts65Dn mice. Our hypothesis argues that by using

Posiphen to normalize fl-APP and its products in DS we will also nor-

malize the structure and function of early endosomes with a reduction

in AD-DS relevant phenotypes. Hereinwe address this through studies

of Posiphen in a DSmousemodel.

3.1 Early experimental data

3.1.1 In vitro studies on Ts65Dn cortical neurons

Posiphen reduced translation ofAppmRNA in vitro to normalize APP

protein

To study the effect of Posiphen treatment on endosomal pathology

in Ts65Dn neurons, we first asked if Posiphen would reduce the

level of fl-APP. In vitro studies were carried out in primary corti-
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cal neurons from Ts65Dn mice, a well-established and much studied

genetic model of DS.65,66 Ts65Dn mice are segmentally trisomic for

90 mouse genes with homologues on the long arm of human chro-

mosome 2167; the gene for mouse APP is present within the seg-

ment, thus increasing mouse App gene dose to three copies in these

mice.40,68 Euploid (2N) cortical neurons served as controls. Embry-

onic (E18) cortical neurons were dissected and cultured in vitro for 5

days (DIV5) followed by treatment for an additional 48 hours with a

series of concentrations of Posiphen (0.5–10.0 μM). Immunoblotting

was used to analyze the level of fl-APP as well as the protein prod-

ucts of other selected genes either triplicated in the Ts65Dn mouse

or genes, which when mutated, result in neurodegenerative disorders

(Figure 1A-G). Posiphen concentration-dependently reduced the level

of APP in Ts65Dn neurons. At 5 μM and 10 μM, the levels were sig-

nificantly reduced compared to vehicle-treated Ts65Dn neurons; at

these concentrations the levels were not statistically different from

those in vehicle-treated 2N neurons. A statistically insignificant trend

to reduced fl-APP was seen in 2N neurons at the same concentrations

(Figure 1A, B). Although Posiphen reduced APP in Ts65Dn neurons it

had no effect on the protein products of other genes present in three

copies in Ts65Dn, including DYRK1A and SOD1, which encode dual

specificity tyrosine-phosphorylation-regulatedkinase1A (Dyrk1a) and

superoxide dismutase-1 (SOD1), respectively (Figure 1A, C, D). Nor

were significant effects observed on the levels of tau or huntingtin (Fig-

ure 1A, E, F). In agreement with earlier findings,54 Posiphen reduced

α-synuclein in both 2N and Ts65Dn neurons by about 30% at 10 μM

(Figure 1A, G).

Posiphen has been shown to reduce translation of APP mRNA.53

To define the mechanism by which Posiphen acted in Ts65Dn neu-

rons we measured the levels of the mRNAs for APP and α-synuclein in
Ts65Dn and 2N neurons treated under the conditions used to exam-

ine fl-APP.We failed to detect a significant change in the levels of these

mRNAs (Figure 1H). To rule out increased degradation of APP protein

in response to Posiphen, we examined its effects on the turnover of

fl-APP in studies in which cycloheximide was used to prevent synthe-

sis. Posiphen had little or no effect on the rate of APP degradation in

Ts65Dn neurons (Figure 1I). A 50% reduction in fl-APP was achieved

in both vehicle- and Posiphen-treated neurons at≈1.5 hours (Ts65Dn-

vehicle: 1.4 hours; Ts65Dn-Posiphen: 1.3 hours). The small difference

would not explain the decrease in fl-APP registered in Ts65Dn neu-

rons to 2N levels. Degradation of fl-APP in vehicle-treated 2N neurons

reached 50% at 1.4 hours, a value comparable to those in Ts65Dn neu-

rons. Finally, as for fl-APP, its CTF products (both α-CTF and β-CTF, the
former is the 83 amino acid C-terminal fragment, also known as C83)

were reduced to 2N values in Ts65Dn neurons treated with Posiphen

(Figure 1J). Accordingly, and consistent with earlier findings,53 we con-

clude that Posiphen acted to reduce APP protein levels in Ts65Dn neu-

rons via reduced translation of AppmRNA.

Posiphen reversed the increase in Rab5 activation and enlargement of

early endosomes

Earlier in vivo studies showed increased activation of Rab5 and

increased size of early endosomes in Ts65Dn mice.40,41 Increased lev-

els of fl-APP or its β-CTF are known to induce Rab5 hyperactiva-

tion and early endosome enlargement.41,43 Consistent with a role for

increased APP gene dose as responsible for increased GTP-Rab5 lev-

els, that is, the activated form of the GTPase, in the brains of Ts65Dn

mice, the increase relative to 2Nmice was absent when App gene copy

numberwas reduced to 2 (ie, Ts65Dn:App+/+/−)(Supplementary Figure

S2). Increased activation of Rab5 was shown to increase the size of

early endosomes.41 To test if Posiphenwould impact Rab5 activity and

early endosome structure in Ts65Dn neurons we used a concentration

(5 μM) shown to normalize APP protein in these neurons (Figure 1A,

B). In Ts65Dn neurons, as compared with 2N controls, there was an

≈50% increase in the level of GTP-Rab5 (Figure 1K), a finding consis-

tent with our earlier findings on Ts65Dn neurons in vivo.41 Posiphen

treatment reduced Rab5 activity in Ts65Dn neurons to the levels in 2N

neurons; there was no significant effect of Posiphen on GTP-Rab5 lev-

els in 2N neurons (Figure 1K). Next, to assess the effect of Posiphen

on the size of early endosomes, we used immunostaining to examine

Rab5. Posiphen treatment significantly reduced the average size of

early endosomes in Ts65Dn neurons (2N-vehicle: 0.155 ± 0.008 μm2;

Ts65Dn-vehicle: 0.200± 0.011 μm2; Ts65Dn-Posiphen: 0.149± 0.008

μm2)(Figure 1L,M). To further explore Posiphen effects, the size distri-

bution of early endosomes was examined. Although in vehicle-treated

Ts65Dnneurons therewas a relative increase in the frequencyof endo-

somes in the largest category (>0.3 μm2), treatment with Posiphen

largely restored this measure to 2N levels (Figure 1N). Posiphen also

increased the frequency of small endosomes (<0.15 μm2) and reduced

the frequency of intermediate-sized endosomes (0.15–0.3 μm2) in

Ts65Dn neurons (Figure 1N). These findings for Posiphenmirrored the

effect of reducing App gene expression on endosome size in Ts65Dn

neurons in vitro.41 They give evidence that Posiphen-mediated reduc-

tions in the levels of APP protein in Ts65Dn neurons restored normal

levels of Rab5 activity and reversed enlargement of early endosomes.

Posiphen rescued the deficit in the retrograde axonal transport of

brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)

Neurotrophic factor signals must be transmitted by retrograde trans-

port to neuronal somas over long distances from presynaptic domains

in axons as well as in dendrites.47,69 Reduced retrograde axonal

transport of nerve growth factor (NGF) signaling is linked to basal

forebrain cholinergic neuron (BFCN) atrophy in animal and cell

models of DS.40,41 Evidence of reduced retrograde transport of brain-

derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)/tropomyosin receptor kinase B

(TrkB) signaling endosomes has also been documented in the cor-

tex of Ts65Dn mice.70 To determine if Posiphen treatment impacted

neurotrophin signaling and trafficking we examined the retrograde

transport of BDNF in primary cultures of E18 Ts65Dn or 2N corti-

cal neurons maintained in microfluidic culture chambers (Figure 2A, B)

in which axons are separated from their corresponding cell bodies.71

Quantum dot–labeled BDNF (QD-BDNF) was used to track axonal

transport of BDNF by live cell imaging 72 (Figure 2B). Compared

with 2N neurons, Ts65Dn neurons displayed slower instantaneous (ie,

moving) velocity and an increase in endosome pausing (Figure 2C-E).

Posiphen treatment resulted in an increase in instantaneous velocity
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F IGURE 1 Posiphen normalized fl-APP and reversed enlargement of early endosomes and increased activation of Rab5 in primary Ts65Dn
cortical neurons. (A) Primary cortical neurons from 2N or Ts65Dnmice at DIV5were treated with different concentrations of Posiphen, as
indicated, for another 48 hours, followed by immunoblotting to analyze the levels of APP, Dyrk1a, SOD1, tau, huntingtin, and α-synuclein. β-actin
served as an internal loading control. The results of statistical analysis for each protein in B-G are shown (N= 4). (H) The levels of App and SNCA
mRNAs from the primary 2N or Ts65Dn cortical neurons treated with vehicle or Posiphen at 5 μM for 48 hours were assessed via real-time PCR
(N= 5). (I) The turnover rates of the fl-APP protein level in vehicle or Posiphen-treated primary 2N or Ts65Dn neurons weremeasured by CHX
treatment for the durations indicated with the levels of fl-APP normalized to β-actin (N= 4). (J) As in panel A, the levels of α-CTF and β-CTF in 2N
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from 1.50 ± 0.12 μm/s (≈70% of the 2N value) to 1.90 ± 0.14 μm/s

in Ts65Dn neurons, a value comparable to that in 2N neurons (2.16

± 0.15 μm/s)(Figure 2C, D); it also decreased the percentage of time

that endosomemovementwas paused (44±5% to 24±5%)(Figure 2C,

E), again resulting values comparable to 2N neurons (29 ± 5%). There

was a non-significant trend to an increase for average pause duration in

Ts65Dn neurons; whereas Posiphen reduced this, the change was not

significant (Figure 2F). As an overall measure of transport, the average

retrograde velocity in Posiphen-treated Ts65Dn neurons was 1.51 ±

0.16 μm/s, significantly faster than that in vehicle-treated Ts65Dn neu-

rons (0.94 ± 0.14 μm/s), and comparable to that in 2N neurons (1.70 ±

0.19 μm/s) (Figure 2C, G). Finally, although Posiphen had no significant

effect on retrograde BDNF transport in 2Nneurons, therewere trends

toward an increase in the instantaneous and average velocity and a

decrease in percent of time paused (Supplementary Figure S3). We

conclude that Posiphen reversed impaired retrograde axonal transport

of BDNF-containing endosomes in Ts65Dn neurons. Consistent with

earlier in vivo evidence showing that increased App gene expression in

Ts65Dnmice contributes significantly to reduced neurotrophin axonal

transport,40 and these in vitro data for improved BDNF transport in

Ts65Dn neurons in the context of Posiphen-mediated reductions in

APP and its products, we note also that deficits in axonal BDNF trans-

port in Ts65Dn neurons were partially rescued when App gene copy

number was reduced to two (ie, Ts65Dn:App+/+/−)(Supplementary Fig-

ure S4). Taken together, the evidence argues that Posiphen treatment

effects on axonal transport are mediated at least in part through its

actions on APP.

Posiphen reversed deficits in neurotrophic signal transduction

Increased APP gene dose has been shown to impact neurotrophin-

induced mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway

activation.41 Given the important role ascribed to endosomal sig-

naling for neurotrophins47 and Posiphen effects on axonal transport

of BDNF-containing endosomes, we asked if Posiphen would impact

BDNF signaling.We examined activation of the TrkB receptor and two

downstream signaling pathways—Akt (protein kinase B [PKB]) (ie, a

key upstream element in Akt/PI3K [phosphoinositide 3-kinase] signal-

ing) and ERK 1/2 (extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2) (ie, a key

upstream element in MAPK [mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase]

signaling). Mass cultures of 2N or Ts65Dn E18 cortical neurons were

treated with Posiphen or the vehicle for 48 hours before adding BDNF

(20 ng/mL). Early and sustained phosphorylation of TrkB, Akt, and

ERK (pTrkB, pAkt and pERK) was observed in all groups, as measured

at 5 and 30 minutes after BDNF exposure. However, as compared

with 2N neurons, vehicle-treated Ts65Dn neurons responded less

robustly to BDNF with respect to activation of TrkB, Akt, and ERK

(Figure 3). The changes were present after 5 minutes and 30 minutes

for all measures (Figure 3A-D). Posiphen treatment had no significant

effect on signaling in 2N neurons. In contrast, a marked effect was

seen in Ts65Dn neurons with increased activation of TrkB, Akt, and

ERK. The changes relative to vehicle-treated Ts65Dn neurons were

significant at both time points for TrkB, and at 30 minutes for ERK;

Posiphen treatment demonstrated a trend to increased signaling at

5 minutes for ERK and at 5 minutes and 30 minutes for Akt. In view

of the absence of changes in the total levels of TrkB, Akt, and ERK,

Posiphen increased the specific activity of BDNF signaling through its

TrkB receptor to downstream pathways. It is notable that we failed to

detect a significant difference in signaling between Posiphen-treated

Ts65Dn neurons and vehicle-treated 2N neurons (Figure 3). These

finding are evidence that in Ts65Dn neurons Posiphen reversed

deficits in BDNF signaling.

3.1.2 In vivo studies in Ts65Dn mice

Posiphen treatment was well tolerated

Posiphen is hydrophobic and penetrates brain-blood barrier by

lipid solubility/transmembrane diffusion.59,73 Earlier studies explored

the pharmacokinetic (PK)/pharmacodynamic (PD) characteristics of

Posiphen and defined effective doses of Posiphen in mouse mod-

els of AD.58 As reported, intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of Posiphen

reduced APP in AD mice, but induced apparent side effects, includ-

ing tremors, at a dose of 75 mg/kg, i.p.58 In preliminary studies in 3-

month-old 2N and Ts65Dn mice we used doses of 25 mg/kg/d and

50 mg/kg/d. Posiphen levels were measured in mice treated i.p. for

3 weeks. Mice tolerated treatment well and showed no changes in

mobility or behavior; all mice demonstrated weight gain. At exactly

90 minutes after the last injection, Posiphen levels were measured in

both plasma and brain (Figure 4A, B). Dose-dependent changes were

detected. In brain, Posiphen levels greatly exceeded (by 8 – 9-fold)

those in plasma in both 2N and Ts65Dn mice (at 50 mg/kg/d, 2N

brain: 1900 ng/g; 2N plasma: 220 ng/mL; Ts65Dn brain: 1700 ng/g;

Ts65Dn plasma: 200 ng/mL)(Figure 4A, B). The significantly higher

levels in brain versus plasma and the brain levels of Posiphen were

similar to those achieved in an earlier study.58,74 It is notable that

only at 50 mg/kg/d did Posiphen reach a concentration in brain (3.8

μM) shown to be effective in reducing fl-APP in vitro. As expected,

Posiphenat50mg/kg/d reduced fl-APP inhippocampus to2N levels; no

significant reduction was detected using 25 mg/kg/d (Figure 4C). Thus

in Ts65Dn mice comparable effects on APP expression and PK charac-

or Ts65Dn neurons treated with vehicle or Posiphen (5 μM) were quantitated and normalized against β-actin (N= 5). (K) The levels of GTP-Rab5
and total Rab5weremeasured in primary 2N or Ts65Dn cortical neurons treated at DIV5with vehicle or Posiphen (5 μM) for 48 hours. The level of
GTP-Rab5 in vehicle-treated 2N neurons was set at 100% (N= 4). (L) Primary 2N or Ts65Dn cortical neurons were cultured on
poly-D-lysine–coated glass coverslips and treated at DIV5with Posiphen (5 μM) for 48 hours. Representative images for each case are shown.
Nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342 (blue). (M) The size of Rab5-positive early endosomes (135-218 endosomes in each group) was
quantified. (N) The size distribution of the Rab5-positive early endosomes are shown. Scale bar: 5 μm. In all panels: *P< .05, **P< .01, ***P< .001,
n.s., non-significant, one-way ANOVA followed byNewman-Keuls multiple comparison test; for panel N, #P< .05, n.s., non-significant, paired
Student t-test
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F IGURE 2 Posiphen rescued the deficit in the retrograde axonal transport of BDNF in cortical neurons. (A) Experimental design. Primary
cultures of 2N and Ts65Dn cortical neurons were treated at DIV5with Posiphen (5 μM) for 48 hours, followed by live imaging. (B) Diagram of
microfluidic chamber in which primary cultures of 2N and Ts65Dn neurons weremaintained; the distal axons of neurons are fluidically isolated
from neuron cell bodies. QD-BDNFwas added to the axonal chamber in preparation for tracking axonal transport of BDNF by live cell imaging. (C)
Representative kymographs of QD-BDNF retrograde transport in 2N and Ts65DN neurons treated with vehicle or Posiphen. Scale bar, 10 μm. The
data for retrograde instantaneous velocity, percentage of time paused, average pause duration, and average velocity of axonally transported
QD-BDNFwere quantitated and presented in D-G. Results are shown asmean± SEM. Data were obtained from at least 15 axons for each
condition. *P< .05 and **P< .01, n.s., non-significant, one-way ANOVA test followed byNewman-Keuls multiple comparison test

teristics were achieved with the same dose of Posiphen as in APP/PS1

transgenic mice.58

Accordingly, we initiated a second series of studies and elected

to study aged Ts65Dn mice using 50 mg/kg/d i.p. for 3 weeks and

during behavioral testing for an additional 5 days to examine effects

at 16 months, an age at which dysfunction and degeneration are

present.40,68 Indeed, at this age neurodegenerative changes linked

to App gene dose are well advanced. Behavioral testing was con-

ducted both before and after treatment (Figure 4D). At 16 month

of age, Ts65Dn mice displayed a significantly lower body weight

compared with 2N mice (Figure 4E). Treatment was well-tolerated.

We noted no changes in behavior or mobility, and no tremors were

detected.Measuring bodyweight of each group daily showed no signif-

icant effects of i.p. injection on body weight (Figure 4E). Mouse brains

were dissected 4-6 hours post the last injection of Posiphen. Posiphen

treatment had no effect on brain weight in either 2N or Ts65Dn mice

(Figure 4F).We alsomeasured the brain contents of both Posiphen and

its metabolites and found that at 4-6 hours after the last treatment

of Posiphen, that Posiphen and N8-Norposiphen were more abundant

as compared with N1-Norposiphen in both 2N and Ts65Dn mice (Sup-

plementary Figure S5). There was no difference for Posiphen and its

metabolites between 2N and Ts65Dn mice, pointing to a comparable

rate and pattern of metabolism.

Posiphen normalized the levels of fl-APP and its products and reversed

the increase in Rab5 activity

As in vitro, Posiphen treatment of Ts65Dn mice significantly reduced

fl-APP (Figure 5A, B); the resulting decrease was to a level insignifi-

cantly different from that in vehicle-treated 2N mice. Posiphen had a

modest but statistically insignificant effect on fl-APP in 2N mice. The

CTF products (both α-CTF and β-CTF) of fl-APP in Ts65Dn mice were

also reduced to 2Nvalues; no significant reductionwas seen in 2Nmice
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F IGURE 3 Posiphen reversed deficits in neurotrophic signal transduction in Ts65Dn cortical neurons in vitro. (A) Primary 2N and Ts65Dn
cortical neurons were cultured in 24-well plate (mass cultures) through DIV5 and then treated with Posiphen (5 μM) for 48 hours, starved for
2 hours in neurobasal media containing the same concentration of Posiphen, and finally stimulated with 20ng/mL BDNF for the periods indicated.
Equal amounts of protein lysates were analyzed by SDS/PAGE and immunoblotting with specific antibodies as indicated. Quantitation of the
relative levels of protein species are shown for activated TrkB (B), activated Akt (C), and activated Erk1/2 (D) (N= 5). *P< .05, **P< .01,
***P< .001, one-way ANOVA test followed byNewman-Keuls multiple comparison test

(Figure 5A, B). We used Meso Scale Discovery (MSD) assay to assess

the levels of Aβ species.75 There was a marked increase of Aβ42 and

Aβ40 in Ts65Dn mice compared with 2N mice; Posiphen treatment in

Ts65Dn mice induced a decrease in Aβ42 to a level not significantly

different from that in the vehicle-treated 2Nmice. However, Posiphen

hada small, statistically insignificant effect on the level ofAβ40, a result
consistentwith a previous report58 (Figure 5C,D).Mirroring its actions

in vitro, Posiphen had no effect on the level of AppmRNA in the cortex

of either2NorTs65Dnmice (Figure5E). Theeffect on fl-APPwas selec-

tive because there was no effect in the Ts65Dn or 2N brain on Dyrk1a,

SOD1, or huntingtin (Figure 5A, F). Total tau was detected using the

TAU-5 antibody. As in vitro, two bands were detected and quantified

together. Although no statistically significant difference was detected

comparing Ts65Dn and 2N or comparing vehicle with Posiphen treat-

ment,wenoted an apparent decrease in the intensity of the upper band

with Posiphen (Figure 5A). Not evident in vitro, this change is unex-

plained but could reflect a difference in the level of phosphorylated tau

species. Consistent with this suggestion, as assessed by immunoblot-

ting for phosphorylation of tau on Thr231 and PHF1 epitopes, we dis-

covered that Posiphen reduced phosphorylation of tau in Ts65Dnmice

with a smaller statistically insignificant effect in 2N mice (Figure 5A,

G, H). Changes in tau phosphorylation in Ts65Dn may be a function of

the presence in one extra copy of other genes, including DYRK1A and

RCAN1. As indicated, Posiphenhadnoeffect on the level ofDyrk1a. The

gene for regulator of calcineurin 1 (Rcan1) is present on HSA21 and

the segmentally trisomic fragment in Ts65Dn, shows increased expres-

sion in DS,76 and has been linked to tau phosphorylation.77 To examine

a role for Rcan1 we also assessed Rcan1 expression. The protein was

significantly increased in the brains of Ts65Dnmice comparedwith 2N

mice but Posiphen had no effect on the level of Rcan1 in either Ts65Dn

or 2Nmice (Figure 5A, I). In contrast to in vitro findings, we detected no

significant effect of Posiphen on α-synuclein (Figure 5A, F).
It is important to note that as predicted from the literature41 and

in vitro studies, normalization of fl-APP and its products was accompa-

nied by normalization of Rab5 activity in Ts65Dn mice. There was no

effect of Posiphen onGTP-Rab5 in 2Nmice (Figure 5J). Taken together
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F IGURE 4 Posiphen treatment was well tolerated in vivo. (A, B) Distribution of Posiphen in plasma and brain of 3-month-old 2N and Ts65Dn
mice. The concentration of Posiphen in plasma and brain of mice treated i.p. with 25mg/kg/d or 50mg/kg/d Posiphen for 3 weeks was determined
by LC-MS/MS.Mean± SEM are shown (N= 15 per group). (C) 3-month-old 2N and Ts65Dnmalemice were treated i.p. with vehicle or 25mg/kg/d
or 50mg/kg/d Posiphen for 3weeks. The fl-APP levels were assayed in the hippocampus. N= 10-17, *P< .05, n.s., non-significant, unpaired Student
t-test. (D) Experimental design for vehicle or 50mg/kg/d i.p. Posiphen treatment in 16-month 2N and Ts65Dnmalemice. (E) Bodyweight of each
mouse wasmeasured daily during treatment (N= 7-9). (F)Weight of the dissected forebrain was determined at sacrifice (N= 5 for each group)

with earlier findings, and the consistent linkage between increased

levels of APP gene expression and Rab5 activity, we conclude that

Posiphen-mediated normalization of fl-APP and its products restored

normal activity of Rab5 in vivo.

Posiphen restored Trk signaling and the level of

choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) protein

We asked if Posiphen-mediated normalization of Rab5 activity would

positively impact measures of neurotrophin signaling in the Ts65Dn

brain. The levels of pTrkB, pAkt, and pERK were significantly lower

in the Ts65Dn brain as compared to the 2N brain (Figure 6A-D);

the reductions ranged from 25% to 50%. We also examined pCREB

(the phosphorylated form of cAMP response element-binding protein

[CREB]), a species that is axonally transportedonendosomes that carry

neurotrophin/Trk signals.78 pCREB was demonstrated in earlier stud-

ies to be lower in Ts65Dn mice,79 a finding that we confirmed

showing reductions of ≈40% (Figure 6A, E). Posiphen treatment

restored the levels of pTrkB, pAkt, pERK, and pCREB in Ts65Dn

brains (Figure 6A-E). No significant changes were registered in the

2N brain. The expression of ChAT, the neurotransmitter synthetic

enzyme for acetylcholine (Ach), is regulated by neurotrophin signal-

ing induced by NGF and BDNF.80,81 ChAT is present in choliner-

gic neurons and dysfunction of the cholinergic system contributes

to the pathogenesis of AD and AD-DS.42,82,83 We found that ChAT

protein was reduced in the Ts65Dn brain in comparison to the 2N

brain. As with the neurotrophin-responsive markers, Posiphen treat-
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F IGURE 5 Posiphen reduced fl-APP and its products and reversed increased Rab5 activity in Ts65Dnmice. (A) 16-month-old 2N and Ts65Dn
malemice were treated i.p. for 3 weeks and during behavioral testing for an additional 5 days with vehicle or 50mg/kg/d Posiphen. The levels of
selected proteins in forebrain weremeasured. The levels of Aβ species were evaluated usingMSD assays. A portion of brain lysates was incubated
with GTP-agarose beads to pull down activated GTP-Rab5. A portion of cortex was used for whole mRNA extraction followed by cDNA synthesis
and real-time PCR to examine the AppmRNA level. (B) The levels of fl-APP and its CTFs (α-CTF and β-CTF) were analyzed. (C, D) The levels of Aβ42
and Aβ40 for each groupwere assessed usingMSD assays. (E) The levels of AppmRNA for each groupwere analyzed. (F) The levels of Dyrk1a,
SOD1, huntingtin, α-synuclein, and tau for each groupwere analyzed. The levels of p-tau including pThr231 and PHF1were also examined in (G-H).
(I) The protein levels of Rcan1 for each groupwere analyzed. (J) The levels of GTP-Rab5were quantitated and normalized against total Rab5. N= 5
for all panels, *P< .05, **P< .01 and ***P< .001, n.s., non-significant, one-way ANOVA test followed byNewman-Keuls multiple comparison test

ment restored the ChAT level in the Ts65Dn brain to that in 2N

(Figure 6A, F).

To ask if Posiphen impacted the number of cholinergic neurons in

the medial septum, we used unbiased stereology and immunostaining

for ChAT and estimated the number of ChAT-positive neurons in the

brains of 2N or Ts65Dn treated with Posiphen or vehicle. There was

no difference between groups (one-way ANOVA followed by Turkey

multiple comparison test; P = .1720). Although the average number of

ChAT-positive neurons was greater in 2N than Ts65Dn mice treated

with vehicle, the difference was not statistically significant (P= .8030),

and therewas no statistically significant difference between Posiphen-

treated 2N and Ts65Dn neuron (P = .9106). Finally, a trend toward

decreased numbers in Posiphen- versus vehicle-treated Ts65Dn mice

was also not significant (P = 0.7901). The average numbers of ChAT-

positive neurons were as follows (mean ± SEM): vehicle-treated 2N

(2436±576;N=4); Posiphen-treated2N (1260±241;N=4); vehicle-

treated Ts65Dn (1992 ± 225; N = 6); Posiphen-treated Ts65Dn (1584

± 320; N = 6). Taken together, the findings show that normalizing APP

protein is correlated with restoration of signaling pathways and res-

cue of ChAT protein levels, but did not impact the number of ChAT

immunopositive neurons in the aged Ts65Dn brain.

Posiphen had no effect on deficits in open field activity, nest building,

and Y-maze in Ts65Dnmice

Finallywe investigatedwhether or not Posiphenwould impact anxiety-

and locomotion/exploration-related behaviors and working mem-

ory. To address this question studies were carried out before and

after Posiphen treatment in 16-month-old Ts65Dn and age-matched

2N mice. The open-field test measures locomotor and anxiety-like

behaviors.84 In this test, there was a significant difference in total

time spent in the center square between 2N and Ts65Dn mice; the

decrease in Ts65Dn mice was documented in earlier studies85–87 and

may be interpreted as evidence of increased anxiety (Supplementary

Figure S6A, B). Posiphen treatment had no effect on Ts65Dn mice in
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F IGURE 6 Posiphen reversed reductions in activation of TrkB, Akt, ERK, and CREB, and restored ChAT level in Ts65Dnmice. (A) The
activation of TrkB, Akt, ERK, and CREBwas examined in the forebrain of 2N and Ts65Dnmice treated i.p. with either vehicle or 50mg/kg/d
Posiphen for 3 weeks and during behavioral testing for an additional 5 days. The levels of ChAT protein were alsomeasured. Quantitation of the
relative levels is shown for activated TrkB (B), activated Akt (C), activated ERK1/2 (D), and activated CREB (E). The results for ChAT are also shown
(F). N= 5, *P< .05, **P< .01, and ***P< .001, unpaired Student t-test

this parameter (Supplementary Figure S6A, B). In contrast, in 2N mice

there were comparable decreases for both the vehicle- and Posiphen-

treated groups in time spent in the center (Supplementary Figure S6A,

B). The absence of a change in Ts65Dn mice may reflect the very small

amount of time that evenvehicle-treatedmice spent in the center (Sup-

plementary Figure S6A). There was a trend to increased total distance

moved (≈20%) in Ts65Dn mice versus 2Nmice, but the difference was

not statistically significant. Treatment with either vehicle or Posiphen

had a small but significant effect on reducing total distance moved in

2Nmice, but no effect on Ts65Dnmice (Supplementary Figure S6C, D).

Nest building is a hippocampus and prefrontal cortex–dependent

non-learned behavior widely observed throughout the animal

kingdom.88 This test has been reported to be deficient in Ts65Dn

mice.68,89 We confirmed this, finding that Ts65Dn mice registered

smaller nest scores and higher percentages of remaining nestlet mate-

rial, as measured by weight (Supplementary Figure S6E, F). Posiphen

treatment had no effect on nest-building behavior in Ts65Dn mice

(Supplementary Figure S6E, F). This finding is consistent with previous

reports that deficits in nest building in these mice were independent

of increased App gene dose.68,89 The absence of differences in these

behaviors comparing Posiphen-treated and vehicle-treated Ts65Dn

mice is further evidence that Posiphen treatment was well tolerated.

Ts65Dn mice have been demonstrated to have deficient hip-

pocampal function,90 changes that may to some extent reflect

those in AD65,91 but that also report the effects of changes during

development.85,87,92 Deficient working memory contributes to cogni-

tive impairment in DS.93 Thus we also tested whether Posiphen could

affect working memory in Ts65Dn mice, and the rate of spontaneous

alternations in Y-maze was measured. The alternation rate trended to

lower values in Ts65Dn mice versus 2N mice, but the difference was

not statistically significant, reflecting impaired working memory (Sup-

plementary Figure S7) and consistent with previous findings.85,90 Note

that the average value in these old 2N mice (55%) was less than that

in younger animals (ages 4 to 11 months = 65%),85,87,90 as was that

for Ts65Dn mice (55% in earlier younger mice vs 50% in this study).

Posiphen treatment had no effect on either 2N or Ts65Dn mice (Sup-

plementary Figure S7).

3.2 Future experiments and validation studies

3.2.1 Our findings motivate renewed attention to
the mechanisms by which APP and its products
induce AD pathogenesis

Thecurrentworkaddresses theuseofPosiphen,whichhasbeen shown

to reduce APP level by reducing translation of APP mRNA.53 In our

studies Posiphen acted in vitro on Ts65Dn neurons to reduce trans-

lation of App mRNA, as demonstrated by examining App mRNA lev-

els and the turnover of fl-APP protein. These findings were consistent

with a previous report.53 Whether the changes in Posiphen-treated

mice were due solely to the reduction in APP levels and normaliza-

tion of Rab5 activity is an open question, but taken together our data

support the conclusion that both effects were significant. The ques-

tion arises as to how normalizing APP and reducing increased Rab5

activity could restore signaling. Although additional studies will be
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needed, existing evidence points to increased Rab5 activity as result-

ing in increased internalization of surface receptors for BDNF.70 Thus

reducing APP and its effects on Rab5 activity may restore the lev-

els of surface receptors, including TrkB, to normal levels to support

more robust signaling. The effects on p-tau are further evidence of the

positive impact of Posiphen treatment, but again, one can only spec-

ulate as to the underlying mechanism(s). In this context it is interest-

ing that Aβ has been shown to induce phosphorylation of tau, sug-

gesting that reduction in this product of APP could contribute to a

reduction in p-tau levels. Given the important correlation between tau

pathology and disease progression in both AD and AD-DS, this facet

of Posiphen effects could prove to play a therapeutic role. The excel-

lent safety profile for Posiphen in three, Phase I trials and evidence for

lowering APP products in human CSF of patients withMCI59 motivate

consideration of evaluating this drug in future clinical trials in adults

with DS.

Enlargement of early endosomes is extensive in neurons from the

brains of both DS patients and animal models.38,41 The significance

of dysregulation of early endosome size for pathogenesis is not yet

fully defined46 but a compelling case can be made for disruption of

retrograde neurotrophin signaling in causing the dysfunction and loss

of neurons. First, increased levels of APP and β-CTF are responsi-

ble for increased activation of Rab5 and for enlargement of early

endosomes.41,43,45 Indeed, together with these changes, overexpres-

sion of fl-APP or β-CTF in BFCNs decreased retrograde axonal trans-

port of the neurotrophin NGF, decreased NGF signaling, and induced

atrophy of BFCNs.41 Second, in the Ts65Dnmouse, increasedApp gene

dose was linked to reduced endosome-mediated transport of NGF and

degeneration of BFCNs.40 Given the evidence in Ts65Dn mice for the

presence of NGF in enlarged early endosomes that contain APP and

CTFs in cholinergic axons,40 together with the evidence that NGF sig-

nals through its receptors in signaling endosomes undergoing retro-

grade axonal transport to neuron cell bodies,42,47,94 it is likely that dis-

rupted transport of NGF in signaling endosomes plays a critical role

in BFCN degeneration. Third, the scenario just outlined for NGF sig-

naling is likely to be shared by other neurotrophic factors. Thus, in

the Ts65Dn cortex, enlargedRab5-positive endosomes containing acti-

vated TrkB receptors were seen in synapses and there was a corre-

sponding decrease in TrkB-positive endosomes in neuron cell bodies.70

It is important to note that studies continue to explore the mecha-

nisms by which increased APP gene dose induces increased Rab5 acti-

vation. Although increasing evidence supports a role for APP and β-
CTF41,43,45,95 it is noteworthy that Aβ is present in early endosomes

in early AD and in the young DS brain96 suggesting that Aβ may also

contribute to the initiation of pathogenetic events linked to endosomal

dysfunction. Our findings encourage increased attention to preclinical

studies of themechanisms responsible for changes in early endosomes

as well as downstream elements in the endosomal/lysosomal system,

including a focus on the impact on neurotrophic factor signaling. Stud-

ies to evaluate the status of vulnerable neurons whose degeneration

is linked to increased APP gene dose and physiological and behavioral

phenotypes shared betweenADandAD-DS can also be recommended.

Studies in human neuronal model systems based on induced pluripo-

tent stem cell (iPSC)–derived or induced neuron approaches would

serve to validate observations in mousemodel systems.

Future studies will benefit from the knowledge that there are two

pathways by which Aβ is secreted from axons.97 In the first, endocyto-

sis of APP in the soma results in the formation of sAPP fragments and

Aβ that are then moved anterogradely, probably in a Rab11-positive

endosomal compartment, to the axons for release.97–99 Of interest, the

β-CTF, but not theα-CTF, is presentwithin the compartment; increased

levels of β-CTFwere reported to reduce the relative amount of antero-

grade transport.100 In the second pathway, fl-APP is moved antero-

gradely to the axon before processing, with local processing leading

to local release of Aβ and presumably other APP products.101,102 This

pathway depends on endocytosis of APP in the axon. In earlier stud-

ies, we found that APP and its CTFs were present within early endo-

somes in the axons of cholinergic neurons in vivo; their presence in

enlarged early endosomes and colocalization with Rab5 demonstrated

that this compartment was impacted.40 This localization is consistent

with the participation of the Rab5 pathway in retrograde transport; we

also found that increased expression of β-CTF, but not α-CTF, resulted
in the presence in axons of enlarged varicosities that were positive

for mCherry-Rab5WT. Increased β-CTF expression decreased retro-

grade velocity of endosomes containing NGF and reduced NGF retro-

grade signaling in the cell body.41 It is notable that fl-APP and β-CTF
both drive Rab5 activation and early endosome enlargement,41,43 β-
CTF through an APPL1 (the adaptor protein containing a pleckstrin-

homology [PH] domain, phosphotyrosine binding [PTB] domain, and

leucine zipper motif 1)-dependent mechanism.43 In turn, the increase

in GTP-Rab5 levels is highly correlated with reduced retrograde trans-

port of endosomes.41 In addition, increases in Aβ may affect axonal

transport.103,104 Thus the endocytic pathway, and its various subcom-

partments, appear to be regulated by APP and its products, and these

changesmay contribute to pathogenesis.

It was reported that Posiphen could upregulate BDNF expression

and exert neurotrophic action.56 It is not clear whether this neu-

rotrophic effect contributes to Posiphen’s effect on Trk signaling in

Ts65Dn mice described here. It is worth further study to explore

whether there is any change of neurotrophin levels due to Posiphen

treatment. However, the lack of effect by Posiphen in 2N mice argues

that a direct neurotrophic effect for Posiphen mediated by changes in

APPwould be limited to Ts65Dn neurons.

Three unexpected results deserve mention. One was the very mod-

est effect of Posiphen on the levels of fl-APP in 2N mice, both in

vitro and in vivo. The relative differences between the responses of

2N and Ts65Dn mice are unexplained, but we suggest that differ-

ences in iron loading in 2N and Ts65Dn neurons may contribute, as

iron was required for the Posiphen effects in enhancing the binding

of IRP1 to APP IRE in an in vitro system (unpublished data, Maria

Maccecchini). Indeed, increased iron loading may be characteristic of

neurons in the Ts65Dn model and possibly also in people Down syn-

drome. In support of this suggestion, the gene for Intersectin 1 (ITSN1),

which is trisomic in Ts65Dn and Down syndrome patients displays ele-

vated expression.105,106 It is notable that ITSN1 is involved in receptor-

mediated endocytosis, including that of the transferrin/transferrin
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receptor complex that mediates iron internalization.107 Transferrin

loading was increased in the brains of Down syndrome compared with

controls,108 thus the extra copy of ITSN1 may contribute to increased

transferrin and possibly iron transport in those with Down syndrome.

It was also noted that iron was significantly increased in the globus

pallidus and frontal cortex of AD patients and increased with Braak

stage; in addition, transferrinwas increased in the frontal cortex of AD,

as compared with elderly controls,109,110 although the mechanism by

which these increases were produced is unknown. It is of interest that

ITSN1was found to localizeonRab5-positive early endosomes,111 rais-

ing the possibility that increased Rab5 activity in Ts65Dn brains may

interact with ITSN1 to increase iron loading. We note that Posiphen

also reduced APP levels in the brains of APP23, but not in wild-

type mouse.57 This raises the speculation that increased levels of

APP alone can increase iron loading and thereby enable responses to

Posiphen, but additional studies are needed to prove this. Given the

proposed mechanism for Posiphen action referenced above, the possi-

bility exists that iron levels are increased in Ts65Dn neurons, render-

ing them more susceptible to Posiphen effects in reducing App gene

expression.

It should be noted that the IRE of APP mRNA in the 5′-UTR was

found recently to overlap with the active site for microRNA miR-346,

which was found to upregulate APP translation.112 How this regula-

tory elementmay interactwith Posiphen is yet to be defined, but under

conditions of low cellular iron levels miR-346 appears to inhibit IRP1

binding to the IRE, thus enhancing APP translation.112 In the setting of

increased iron levels, as are suggested by studies in DS and supported

in AD.109,110 IRP1 binding to the IRE is reduced, resulting in increased

translation112,113; Posiphenwould oppose the impact of increased iron

by recruiting the IRP1 to the IRE.Clearly, the level of cellular ironwould

influencenot just the translationofAPPbut also thepotential effects of

miR-346 and Posiphen. The active site for miR-346 also overlaps with

an interleukin-1 (IL-1) acute box element.112 As AD is accompanied

by neuroinflammation and ferroptosis, whichmay implicate changes in

both IL-1 and iron,1,114 Posiphen effects could therefore be influenced

by these factors.

Second, in 2N mice we saw pre- to post-treatment changes in

the open field test with respect to time in the center of the plat-

form and to total distance moved. In view of the fact that at the

concentrations achieved in vivo a small degree of inhibition of AChE

was possible,53 one must consider this as contributing. However, the

changes detected were present to the same extent in both the vehi-

cle and Posiphen-treated mice, ruling out a role for AChE inhibition.

Possibly, then, increased anxiety due to manipulation and repeated

injections was responsible; if so, the absence of a significant change in

Ts65Dn mice may reflect reduced sensitivity to such influences. Third,

we noted a difference between the in vitro and in vivo responses of

α-synuclein to Posiphen; while Posiphen reduced α-synuclein levels in
vitro it did not do so in vivo. That Posiphen actions may well differ

in such different environments is likely, but we note that others have

shown Posiphen-induced reductions in mice transgenically expressing

α-synuclein in vivo.74 Although conceivably the different genetic envi-
ronment present in thesemice and those tested hereinmay explain the

differences, the underlying explanation for the lack of efficacy in our

mice is unexplained.

Beyond Posiphen, other approaches targeting the APP gene dose

hypothesis should be pursued. Accordingly, studies to reduce the

levels of APP mRNA (eg, antisense oligonucleotides [ASOs] directed

specifically at APP)115–117 and the translation of APP mRNA (as

for small molecules like Posiphen and miRNAs) can be envisioned.

Various miRNAs were reported to impact expression of either APP

or the β-secretase 1 (β-site Aβ precursor protein cleaving enzyme

1[BACE1]).118 Of interest, in vitro miR-298 suppresses APP, BACE1,

and some tau moieties in a 3′-UTR dependent manner.119 Thus, stud-

ies of miRNA-mediated targeting of APP levels in DS may be consid-

ered. In addition, approaches to reduce the processing of β-CTF and

Aβby γ-secretase (eg, using γ-secretasemodulators)75,120 and enhance

clearance of Aβ peptides (active and passive immunotherapies)42,121

can also be suggested to reduce levels in brain interstitial fluid as well

in endosomeswhereinAβmay act to dysregulate early endosome func-

tion. In this context it can be asked whether or not and how increased

levels of Aβ due to increased APP gene dose could intersect with the

biology of endosomes. One possibility is suggested by the observations

for the effect of increased β-CTF on excessive Rab5 activation.41,43

Noting that both Aβ and β-CTF are substrates of γ-secretase raise the
possibility that competition for processing of Aβ and β-CTF by this

enzyme complex could increase the levels of β-CTF as well as Aβ42.
Thus increased Aβ42 could exacerbate increases in β-CTF thereby

enhancing β-CTF–mediated increases in Rab5 activity would then lead

to dysfunction of early endosomes.47 It is notable that our studies

also point to the possibility that targeting downstream events that

regulate endosomal/lysosomal function, including the increased acti-

vation of Rab5, could be considered.42 Targeting of Rab5 using ASOs

to reduce translation, with small molecule inhibitors of Rab5 activity,

and using small molecules that inhibit Rab5 GEFs (guanine nucleotide

exchange factors) or activate Rab5 GAPs (GTPase activating proteins)

could be considered.122 But whether or not Rab5-based approaches

rescue manifestations of APP gene dose downstream of Rab5 is an

open question.

3.2.2 Models of AD-DS: defining the optimal
context for translation to humans

Ideally model systems would precisely recapitulate events known

to drive the pathological and functional signatures characteristic of

human neurodegenerative disorders. Absent such a model system,

there is no assurance that interventions proven effective in model will

translate to humans. Indeed, some would argue that effective trans-

lation is unlikely. Unfortunately, no existing rodent model of AD or

AD-DS perfectly recapitulates the human disease. This is not surpris-

ing when one considers the many differences between the human and

rodent brain in size, the diversity of cell types present, the number

and patterns of genes expressed, the differences in brain structure, the

different time courses of developmental and age-related events, and

the influence of other bodily systems, including the immune system
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and gut. Given these limitations investigators have created AD mod-

els informedbypathological features andgenes demonstrated to cause

or greatly increase risk of AD. Thus, most are due to introduction into

themouse genome of one ormore human transgenes encodingmutant

APP and PSEN; recent models also incorporate transgenes for mutant

human tau to produce neurofibrillary pathology.123,124 Remarkably,

with few exceptions,125,126 amyloid plaque and tau neurofibrillary

pathology are not present together in AD models.123,124 Genetic find-

ings have focused interest on the participation of microglial cells in

pathogenesis, promisingmodels in which this facet of pathology is cap-

tured. Accordingly, one can expect additional models based on new

findings for AD risk factors. Finally, an important advance has been

the creation of models in which human mutations have been knocked

into the mouse genome, such as those of Saito et al127; this approach

allows for gene expression driven by endogenous promoters and may

well bring additional benefits. However, even in the case that one could

precisely replicate pathological findings, the models may prove insuf-

ficient for modeling molecular events critical for pathogenesis, such

as those induced by the presence of oligomeric assemblies of Aβ and
tau,27 some of whichmay occur only in a human cellular context. Given

the limitations just enumerated, it is important to aim for models in

which a mutant (or variant-harboring) human gene(s) of interest is

expressed under endogenous promoters at wild-type levels and to ask

if this model recapitulates age-related changes in transcriptomic, bio-

chemical, pathological, and cognitive phenotypes found in AD. It is rea-

sonable to assert that the more robustly these goals are satisfied the

more likely is translation to be successful.

Models of AD-DS are, of course, subject to the same limitations. A

key feature for AD-DS models is that in the setting of trisomy 21 an

increased dose of the wild-type APP gene appears to be necessary for

the pathogenesis of AD. The upshot is that securing endogenous levels

of expression of wild-type APP in a model system that harbors many if

not all of the other genes on HSA21 is an important first step in cre-

ating a valid genetic model. The extent to which such a model reca-

pitulates disease phenotypes then becomes the criterion by which it

can be judged as potentially useful for translational studies. No existing

model of AD-DS is perfect. The Ts65Dn model of DS employed here is

that most often used in studies of DS67 but is limited by these features

of its genome: mouse gene homologues of those present on HSA21,

rather than human genes, are present in three copies; the number of

these genes (90) is about 40% of those on HSA21; and there are extra

copies of about 35 genes not present onHSA21.67 Nevertheless, these

mice show many of the features of AD-DS, including neuron loss,40

pre-tangle-like collections of p-tau,128 activation of microglia129 and,

as demonstrated herein, changes in the endosomal pathway. In addi-

tion, as discussed herein, reducing mouse App gene dose to two copies

prevents neurodegeneration.40 The ability to recapitulate the neces-

sity of increased APP gene dose for degenerative phenotypes power-

fully supports the validity of the model and, as we argue, rationally

focuses attention on strategies targeting APP and its products. The

Dp16 mouse model harbors a duplicate copy of mouse chromosome

16 with about 115 of the genes with homologues on HSA21,130 and

none on other chromosomes; however, the number of genes present

in three copies (≈115) is still only about 50% of that in humans. Ongo-

ing studies of this mouse are expected to demonstrate AD-relevant

phenotypes (unpublished observations). Nevertheless, there is a clear

need for additional models of AD-DS. For example, amyloid plaques,

although not necessarily directly contributing to pathogenesis, may

serve as a reservoir to sequester toxic Aβ species, buffer their lev-

els, or otherwise serve to mediate aspects of dysfunction of nearby

axons and dendrites.131 Amodel of AD-DS that includes plaqueswould

help to understand what possible role(s) is played. Creating a model

with amyloid plaques will almost certainly require humanizing the Aβ
sequence in the mouse App gene. A new model for DS is the tran-

schromosomic model in which the mouse genome has been modified

by addition of a human chromosome 21 containing 93% of expressed

and regulatable HSA21 protein-coding genes. These mice thus have

one copy of human APP. They do not have plaques but by humaniz-

ing the mouse Aβ sequence in the endogenous mouse alleles it may

be possible to induce plaque formation.132 Additional studies will be

required to show whether and to what extent other degenerative fea-

tures are present. Although incorporating neurofibrillary tau pathol-

ogywould be important, thismay ormay not be possible by knocking in

wild-type human tau, as existing models employ transgenes encoding

mutant human tau. In summary, mouse models of AD-DS have enabled

much progress in understanding a role for APP gene dose in pathogen-

esis but they as yet imperfectly replicate the human disease. Accord-

ingly, AD-DS models can be useful for studying pathogenesis and test-

ing interventions targeting disease pathways, but the extent to which

preclinical findings can be used to predict clinical efficacy is an open

question.

By replicating key features of the human genetic and cellular con-

text, human models of AD-DS are likely to play an especially impor-

tant role in studies of both pathogenesis and treatment. Especially use-

ful may be those in which the 3D environment of AD is recapitulated.

Recent success in using iPSC-derived cells to create 3Dmodels of AD is

encouraging as is the use of organoid technology.133–135 With respect

to AD-DS, relatively few studies using this technology have been pub-

lished, but recent advances encourage the view that they will add sig-

nificantly to our understanding.133,136 However, one cannot discount

that the in vivo environment confers many advantages to the biology

of AD-DS and therefore attempts to translate in vitro human models

to a brain-like environmentmay prove very important. Transplantation

of iPSC-derived neurons to the mouse brain serves as one avenue to

achieve this goal, as recently highlighted.137 The ability to detect devel-

opmental and age-related changes in synaptic structure and function

and to characterize neurodegenerative phenotypes may prove incisive

in a new generation of studies aimed at translating preclinical studies

to the clinic.

3.2.3 Posiphen as a possible treatment for
AD-DS: Next steps

Posiphen treatment in DS is rational. Future studies will build upon

evidence from trials in the non-DS AD population. In a Phase I trial in
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MCI patients the drug was well tolerated, and in CSF reduced the level

of sAPP fragments, tau, and p-tau, and demonstrated a trend toward

lower Aβ42.59 An ongoing Phase II trial measures the synthesis and

degradation of Aβ42 by the stable isotope labeling kinetics method138

at different doses of Posiphen. The drug’s safety and its inhibition of

APP, its fragments, tau, and p-tau do suggest that it should be tested

in Phase I trials in DS. The trial population could include those with

and without dementia, between the ages of 35 and 55 years, and in

addition to safety considerations could explore the impact of Posiphen

on plasma biomarkers (Aβ levels, p-tau181 and 217, neurofilament

light chain [NFL]) and amyloid and tau imaging using positron emis-

sion tomography. Although those recruited are highly likely to harbor

three alleles ofAPP, an important inclusion criterionwould be evidence

that this is the case. Evidence of safety and target engagement would

presage later stage trials to evaluate efficacy and a reduction in decline

on measures of cognition and function specific for the DS population,

as are now being developed under the Longitudinal Investigation for

Enhancing Down Syndrome Research Study (LIFE-DSR), an observa-

tional study of adults with DS.

4 MAJOR CHALLENGES TO THE HYPOTHESIS

4.1 Reversing changes in neurons and other cells
mediated by chronically increased APP gene dose

The data pointing to a necessary role for increased APP gene dose

for AD neuropathology and dementia in AD-DS are strong.11–13,40,41

Although it relies on the findings from only two cases in which detailed

clinical data and postmortem findings have been reported,12,13

it is further substantiated by studies of APP gene locus dupli-

cation in rare families with early onset AD.139,140 Nevertheless,

the hypothesis is challenged by noting that those with partial

trisomy for APP have never been exposed to increased levels of the

protein and its products. A question is whether or not it will be possi-

ble to reverse the years-long presence of increased APP and its prod-

ucts in those with full trisomy for chromosome 21, which constitute

95% of the DS population. Our studies suggest that this may be possi-

ble because we found that we could reverse endosomal phenotypes in

even quite old Ts65Dnmice. Nevertheless, we failed to find an effect of

Posiphenon cognitionor thenumberof cholinergic neurons.Moreover,

age-related changes not due to increased APP gene dose could inter-

vene to reduce the effects of treatments directed at APP. Future stud-

ies using younger mice or treating for longer periods will be needed to

test for benefits in behavioral measures and in preventing neuron dys-

function and death in mouse models of DS. Because to our knowledge

no one has yet demonstrated an APP gene dose effect in cognition in

rodents, demonstrating a change may require discovery of such mea-

sures. Possibly markers sensitive to endosomal function in cholinergic

and other vulnerable populationswould also prove useful. Future stud-

ies would be further enhanced by linking changes in models to humans

by employing biomarkers used in human trials, such as plasma levels of

Aβ species and p-tau as well as NFL.

4.2 The significance of endosomal dysfunction for
AD pathogenesis

An important question is whether the changes in endosomal biology

contribute significantly to pathogenesis in AD. Another is whether or

not what is learned in AD in DS will translate to other types of AD.

There is need for an open mind, but one can point to these findings: (1)

impaired endosomal morphology and function is one of the early man-

ifestations in both AD and DS humans and in mouse models42,46; (2)

APP, alongwith elevated β-CTF, drives enlargement of early endosome

and dysfunction of the endosome system41,43,45; (3) enlarged endo-

somes convey trophic signals less effectively in vitro and in vivo40,41;

and (4) there is a close correlation between neurodegeneration and

APP gene dose mediated increases in endosomal dysregulation.40,41

Studies using siRNA in cell culture, in the Ts65Dn:App+/+/− mouse,

and using APP/β-CTF overexpression all support the contribution of

APP gene dose in inducing early endosome phenotypes along with

cholinergic degeneration.40,41 Thus while increased APP gene dose

may well have effects beyond changes in endosomes that contribute

to degeneration, existing data argue strongly that the two phenom-

ena are linked and deserve careful study, especially in view of the evi-

dence that continuing neurotrophic support is required for mainte-

nance of mature neurons, including neurons of the basal forebrain.47

Indeed, we view the possibility that the cumulative effect over many

years of reduced neurotrophin signaling contributes significantly to

neurodegeneration.42 Thus given the involvement of endosomes in

both AD and AD-DS we think the focus on endosomes may pro-

vide insights relevant to both disorders, although not necessarily with

respect to the treatments used to address them.

4.3 When to intervene using APP-directed
treatments for AD-DS

It is unknown when to target increased APP gene dose. Ideally, one

would initiate treatment to prevent AD. But as for other genetic disor-

ders of aging, it is unclear why increased APP gene expression requires

more than 30 years to be expressed pathologically and more than 40

years to be expressed as dementia. Should one consider AD-DS as

a developmental disorder and treat beginning during childhood; con-

versely, should treatment be delayed until the onset of changes that

can be identified as pathognomonic of the presence of AD pathogen-

esis? One may argue for either. For example, given endosomal changes

already in theprenatal brain38 it could be argued that treatment should

begin in childhood or even prenatally. Although one can speculate

that abnormal endosome size might induce changes in neuronal func-

tion in children, to our knowledge there is no evidence that increased

APP gene dose is responsible for intellectual deficits during childhood

when FAD is due to duplication of the APP gene locus.140 In contrast,

FAD due to mutations in PSENs may result in functional changes in

affected children.141 Additional clinical studies in thosewithAPPdupli-

cations will be needed to indicate whether to target APP in DS dur-

ing childhood. To intercept the onset of AD pathogenesis, the availabil-
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ity of increasingly informative AD biomarkers may prove helpful.32 In

addition, the discovery of biomarkers sensitive to endosomal dysfunc-

tion could inform as to the initiation of this feature of pathogenesis.

Whether one treats in children or adults, studies of efficacy carried

out over prolonged periods will require novel clinical trial designs and

agents with very low or no toxicity.

4.4 Possible off-target effects of APP-targeting
treatments

Small molecule inhibitors are prone to off-target effects. Evidence for

such effects is routinely sought in both preclinical and clinical stud-

ies. Herein we saw that Posiphen reduced α-synuclein in both primary

2N and Ts65Dn neurons in vitro. Whether the effect on α-synuclein in
vitro was due to the same mechanism as for APP is uncertain, but this

conclusion is supported by other findings.54,142,143 Nevertheless, our

finding of an effect in vitro but not in vivo raises the possibility that

Posiphen may act by more than one mechanism. Limiting off-target

effects may be favored by treatment approaches inherently more spe-

cific, as can be practiced using ASOs and others targeting specific RNA

sequences.

4.5 Reducing APP must be carefully regulated
and may impact expression and actions of other
genes and their products

The finding that increased APP levels are responsible for disease man-

ifestations points to reducing APP to normal levels as possibly pre-

venting or reducing these manifestations. To achieve this goal one will

need to tailor treatments whose effect is normalization and not elim-

ination of APP and its products. Dosing strategies and use of periph-

eral biomarkermonitoringwill support this goal—for example, themea-

surement of plasmaAβ levels. However, we do not know if adaptive cel-

lular and genetic changes occur in response to increasedAPP andwhat

impact reducing APP levels will have. Such changes can be forecast in

preclinical studies, as was practiced in a limited fashion herein.

4.6 APP may not be the only chromosome 21
gene target to prevent AD in DS

It will be important to address the impact of other chromosome

21 genes in impacting the pathogenesis of AD-DS. Genes of inter-

est include: DYRK1A, whose multifold actions include effects on tau

phosphorylation144,145; and RCAN1146 and SYNJ1 (the gene encod-

ing Synaptojanin 1),147 which play a role in membrane trafficking and

transmission of neurotrophic signals. Of interest, increased BACE2

(the gene encoding β-site Aβ precursor protein cleaving enzyme 2

[BACE2]) expression was recently reported to modulate APP process-

ing to reduce the accumulation of Aβ in human organoid culture.133

4.7 Using APP-based treatments together with
treatments directed at non-APP targets

The ability to combine treatments may enable therapeutic interven-

tions atdifferentdisease stages. For example, althoughveryearly inter-

ventionwould targetAPP, in the context of advanceddisease, theuseof

treatments targeting taupathology and/or inflammationmaybeappro-

priate. At present there is no evident contraindication for concurrent

use of APP-directed and non–APP-directed therapies, but combined

treatments will require preclinical testing and careful monitoring in

clinical trials.

5 LINKAGE TO OTHER MAJOR THEORIES

Our hypothesis interfaceswith the amyloid cascade hypothesis by pro-

viding a novel context inwhich to consider it and amechanistic basis by

which to test it. Thus the cell biology of APP, the enzyme systems that

mediate its processing, the actions of its products and the gene variants

that create increased risk andmodulate onset cannowbeviewed in the

context of the role played by increased APP gene dose in AD-DS. This

invites a new attempt to integrate a role for APP and its products in the

events that initiate and propagate pathogenesis over decades, leading

to degeneration of neuronal structure and function.

In addition to the amyloid cascade hypothesis,2 our synthesis allows

for reconsideration of the “cholinergic hypothesis” and “deficient neu-

rotrophic hypothesis.” The former speaks to the vulnerability of cholin-

ergic neurons of the basal forebrain,148 whereas the latter was moti-

vated by the nearly concurrent discovery of central nervous system

neurotrophic factors, including the discovery that NGF was one such

factor and acted on basal forebrain cholinergic neurons,47 and that dis-

ruptedNGF signaling plausibly contributed to the atrophy and death of

cholinergic neurons.

An equally significant point of intersection is with FAD due to

APP mutation and gene duplication and with mutations in PSEN1 and

PSEN2. The processing of APP in endosomes places the protein and its

products in precisely the compartment known to be dysregulated in

studies in which increases in APP and β-CTF lead to endosomal dys-

function including disrupted transport of NGF signaling in basal fore-

brain cholinergic neurons.41 Strikingly, in mouse models of DS, reduc-

ing App gene dose partially rescues changes in endosomal transport

of NGF and prevents degeneration of basal forebrain cholinergic neu-

rons, thus linking App gene dose effects to both endosomal dysfunc-

tion and degeneration.40 How changes in tau might intersect with

the APP gene dose hypothesis is uncertain except to note that tau-

stabilizedmicrotubules are the track uponwhich endosomes are trans-

ported. A more incisive role for tau in mediating neurodegeneration

is now emerging149,150 and we may discover other points at which

the APP/endosome story interact with tau. Finally, inflammation medi-

ated by microglia and astrocytes in AD pathogenesis may be in part

explained by the Aβ products and perhaps other products of APP. Sus-
tained microglial activation results in defective Aβ phagocytosis and
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sustained release of proinflammatory cytokines1; other insights may

emerge in which closer links between endosomal function and inflam-

mation are forthcoming.
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